Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield Burs*Patented
Protect and extend the lifetime of your handpiece
Exclusive and Patented Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield burs keep 95%
of dust and grit from entering a handpiece, which prolongs handpiece life
by preventing contaminants from making their way inside!
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Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield Burs

In a lab situation, there can be many different types of grit and dust that are created from
different procedures. All that grit and dust can make it to the gears and motor, which recent
CDC tests have shown, if not protected. This will not only carry over to the next procedure,
but ruin your handpiece in the process. Abbott-Robinson™ Dust Shield burs conveniently
cover the chuck opening, as shown by the images below, preventing dust and grit from
entering the collet and contaminating the gears and motor. This lowers the chance of cross
contamination significantly, extending the lifetime of your
WITHOUT DUST SHIELD
handpiece, and most importantly SAVING YOU MONEY!
Features and Benefits:
For use on plastics, ceramics, porcelain, plaster, acrylic, stainless steel,
etc. Lab burs are NOT for Intraoral use!
Dust Shield shanks protect expensive handpiece spindles, bearings, and
chucks by covering the chuck opening blocking out damaging dust
and debris

WITH DUST SHIELD

Up to 95% reduction of contamination inside the front of the handpiece
lowers handpiece maintenance costs and increases uptime
USA-manufactured instruments feature ultra-fast cutting and long-lasting
edges to save you time and money

Ordering Information:
All popular shapes, sizes and cutting styles are available with the Dust Shield. All orders
are also available with tough TNT titanium nitride coating for an extra fee. Simply contact
Buffalo Dental Manufacturing customer service and add "SH" to the end of any bur
purchase or ask for our Dust Shield Price List.
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